Delivering In-depth Solutions

Wave & Tidal - Renewable Energy
Based in the South-West Peninsula of the UK for over 30 years,
Falmouth Divers know better than most the immense power of the
sea having spent many thousands of hours working in the harsh
conditions along the Atlantic and Channel coasts of Cornwall.
Our experience in these conditions has stood us in very good stead for the
many marine projects that we have gone on to carry out in over 62 countries
around the world.
Many of the skills that we have amassed over the years are essential for the
successful installation and maintenance of wave and tidal energy devices.
The diversity of our knowledge base, together with our flexibility and the
imaginative ways of overcoming problems that we adopt at Falmouth Divers,
make us an ideal partner for your renewable energy project.
Having an extensive track record in the offshore wind, submarine cable
and construction industries give us a unique perspective of all stages of
renewable energy projects from initial design through to final shore side
switch on.
We are fully conversant with all safety, technical and operational
requirements of this type of project and can act as principal/main
contractor or as specialist sub-contractors.

Services provided:
• Mooring design and installation
• Cable installation, protection and burial
• Diving and sub-sea services
• Cathodic protection systems and anode replacement
• Paint coat repairs
• Device installation and maintenance
• Specialist work vessels and personnel transfer boats
• Project Management
• Route design and hydrographic surveys
• Maintenance personnel (fitters, welders, jointers, etc)
• ROV operations
• Shore side construction of join bays, manholes and cable ducts
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Delivering In-depth Solutions

Why Choose Falmouth Divers
Our long history of working on marine installations has given us
unrivalled experience from a civil engineering, diving and cable laying
contractor’s perspective. We feel many of the operational problems can
be mitigated with proper planning and the unforeseen problems can be
minimised or rectified quickly with experienced personnel who have
done the task before.

We offer the benefit of:
• Long established professional company
• Extensive offshore and submarine cable experience
• Very good financial resources
• Extensive burial machine experience
• Large inventory of plant and equipment to allow for spare kit
on site and back up
• Experienced and well-motivated personnel
• Engineer support at Head Office
• Excellent Health and Safety record
• Charge out rates in-line with national averages
• In-House Diving Support Vessels
• Worked from many of the vessels active in the Offshore Industry
• Audited by major clients such as Shell, Amec, MOD, RNLI

Falmouth Divers key asset is it’s 30 years of experience and our intimate
knowledge of the sea. We have the ability to offer a complete project
package, or to act in a specialists role in a demanding environment where
knowledge derived from experience talks loudest and achieves best results.
We would like to talk with your project team to discuss your planned
operations and to add the value of our experience to your project.
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